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Abstract
This paper presents principles for the classi$cation of greedy algorithms for optimization
problems. These principles are made precise by their expression in the relational calculus, and
illustrated by various examples. A discussion compares this work to other greedy algorithms
theory.
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1. Introduction
What makes an algorithm greedy? De$nitions in the literature vary slightly, but most
describe a greedy algorithm as one that makes a sequence of choices, each choice being
in some way the best available at that time (the term greedy refers to choosing the
best). When making the sequence of choices, a greedy algorithm never goes back on
earlier decisions.
Because of their simplicity, greedy algorithms are frequently straightforward and
e9cient. They are also very versatile, being useful for di:erent problems in many
varied areas of combinatorics and beyond. Some examples of applications include data
compression and DNA sequencing [16,23,25], $nding minimum-cost spanning trees
of weighted undirected graphs [24,30,34], computational geometry [17], and routing
through networks [20], to name but a few.
Some problems are impractical to solve exactly, but may have a greedy algorithm
that can be used as a heuristic, to $nd solutions which are close to optimal. For other
problems, greedy algorithms may produce an exact solution. Unfortunately, for any
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particular problem, there is no guarantee that a greedy algorithm exists to solve it
exactly. Therefore the algorithm designer who thinks up plausible greedy strategies
to solve a problem may $nd theory about greedy algorithms useful: correctness con-
ditions can be tested to see whether a particular greedy algorithm provides an exact
solution.
Existing greedy theories have frequently addressed the following concerns:
• Expression of greedy algorithms.
• Correctness proofs of greedy algorithms.
• Characterization of greedy data structures.
• Synthesis of greedy algorithms.
• Coverage of as many greedy algorithms as possible.
Di:erent greedy theories have concentrated on di:erent selections of the above con-
cerns. The theory of matroids [15,37], and later greedoids [27–29], models greedy
algorithms using set systems, concentrating heavily on the characterization of greedy
data structures (problem structures for which the greedy algorithm produces an optimal
solution), but does not consider the synthesis of greedy algorithms at all. Some theories,
like that of Helman’s k-ary dominance relations [18], and his work with Moret and
Shapiro [19], attempt to cover more greedy algorithms, by generalizing the greedy data
structures considered. Other theories have concentrated on the expression of greedy al-
gorithms, such as the work of Charlier [9], and that of Bird and de Moor [2,3,4,6]. The
latter characterizes greedy structures by using categorical datatypes, and focuses on the
use of catamorphisms and anamorphisms on those datatypes to express and develop
greedy algorithms.
To date, greedy theories have made good progress in addressing the $rst four
of the above concerns, but none has yet succeeded in incorporating all greedy
algorithms.
The goals for the work in this paper were (in order):
(1) Coverage of all greedy algorithms that solve optimization problems.
(2) Characterization of greedy structures.
(3) Correctness proofs and design inspiration for algorithm development.
(4) Expressing greedy algorithms simply.
This paper presents the results of that work: a comprehensive theory of greedy algo-
rithms for the solution of optimization problems, which provides four general principles
that both classify greedy algorithms and assist with proofs of their correctness. The
theory does not cover greedy heuristics, nor does it address problems that are not op-
timization problems: its scope is that of greedy algorithms providing optimal solutions
to optimization problems.
The presentation of this work is in three parts. In Section 2, the four greedy prin-
ciples are presented informally to provide a readable introduction at an abstract level.
Section 3 formally expresses these principles in the relational calculus, illustrated with
several examples of greedy algorithms. Finally, in Section 4, this work is discussed
and evaluated.
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2. Informal overview
In this section, the four greedy principles are stated informally with examples. This
separate overview emphasizes that the principles are not reliant on any particular for-
malism in which a greedy algorithm might be expressed.
2.1. Terminology for greedy algorithms
An optimization problem is typically speci$ed by the description of its potential
solutions, together with a criterion used to judge which is optimal. This criterion will
be called the global optimality criterion.
As described previously, a greedy algorithm makes a sequence of choices, each being
in some way the best at that time. The criterion to judge what is best for the greedy
choice will be called the local optimality criterion.
As the greedy algorithm progresses, each choice involves taking a step towards the
construction of a solution to the problem. Such a step will be called the construction
step. It is intended that the role of the construction step (independent of the way it is
used within the greedy algorithm) is to be able to generate all potential solutions to
the optimization problem, by repeatedly applying the construction step to the input in
all possible ways.
With regards to this construction, the term completed solution will be used to denote
potential solutions to the problem that are fully completed, which may or may not be
optimal with respect to the global optimality criterion. In contrast, the term partial
solution will refer to a partially constructed potential solution (which may or may not
be fully constructed).
Here are two examples to illustrate:
Kruskal’s algorithm (see [30]) is a well-known greedy algorithm that $nds a span-
ning tree of minimum cost in an undirected (connected) graph with edge costs. It
proceeds by starting with an empty set of edges, and at each stage, adds an edge to
the set so that no cycles are created amongst the edges collected so far. The edge
chosen at each step is one of minimum cost.
For this algorithm, the acyclic edge sets are the partial solutions, and the edge sets
forming spanning trees of the graph are the completed solutions. In addition,
Construction Step: Add a non-cycle-creating edge to the set of edges.
Local Optimality Criterion: The edge chosen should be of minimum cost.
Global Optimality Criterion: The sum of the costs of the set of edges should be as
small as possible.
For Kruskal’s algorithm, the local optimality criterion could have been rephrased to
be the same as the global optimality criterion. This is because when choosing to add a
non-cycle-creating edge to the set, minimizing the sum of the edge costs is the same
goal as minimizing the cost of the edge being added. Whilst it is often possible to
rephrase the local criterion in such a way that it is the same as the global criterion,
sometimes it is not. The following example demonstrates that the two optimality criteria
may be very di:erent:
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The coin changing problem (see [7,8]) concerns the choosing of as few coins as
possible to add up to a given value. For certain currencies (for example, with denom-
inations of {1; 2; 5}× 10n; n∈{0; 1; 2; 3; 4}), the following greedy algorithm works: at
each step choose the greatest valued coin that does not exceed the amount remaining.
For example, to make up change to the value of 45c, the coins 20c, 20c, 5c would be
chosen, in that order.
For this algorithm, coin collections not exceeding the given value are the partial
solutions, and coin collections totalling precisely the given value are the completed
solutions. In addition,
Construction Step: Add a coin to those chosen so far, such that the value of the
chosen coin does not bring the total to more than the given value.
Local Optimality Criterion: The coin chosen should be of maximum value.
Global Optimality Criterion: The total number of coins chosen should be as small
as possible.
In the greedy coin-changing algorithm, the global optimality criterion is very di:erent
from the local optimality criterion, and illustrates a common theme: an optimal solution
requires as few construction steps as possible, and in contrast, the greedy choice tries
to make as much progress as it can.
There are many problems solvable by greedy algorithms with di:erent global and
local criteria. For example, the following problems also use global optimality criteria
minimizing the number of construction steps: the Smallest Upravels [1], Dictionary
Coding [5,36], Professor Midas [10] (also see later), and the Rally Driver [11,14]. In
contrast, some problems use global optimality criteria maximizing the number of con-
struction steps, for example the Activity Selection [10] and Marble Mingling [11–13]
problems. If the global criterion either minimizes or maximizes the number of con-
struction steps, then the local criterion must necessarily be di:erent from the global
criterion. Furthermore, some greedy algorithms have di:erent global and local optimal-
ity criteria where the global criterion has nothing to do with the construction step, for
example the Amoeba Fight Show problem [32].
The fact that the local optimality criterion often di:ers from the global optimality
criterion is important: several theories do not include this possibility and thus exclude
many greedy algorithms.
2.2. Four greedy principles
The following diagram names and relates the four greedy principles (the arrows are
implications):
Best-Local
Best-Global
Better-Global
Better-Local

✒
❅
❅

✒
❅
❅
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The principles describe possible relationships between the optimality criteria and the
construction step. Every greedy algorithm that produces an optimal solution for an
optimization problem will satisfy the Best-Global principle, but may or may not sat-
isfy any of the others. These principles are now individually described informally and
discussed brieLy.
2.2.1. Best-Global
The Best-Global principle is really the condition that says that the greedy algorithm
works in the $rst place. That is, every greedy algorithm that $nds optimal solutions
to optimization problems complies with this principle. It can be described in words as
follows:
Best-Global: Consider a partial solution that is the immediate result of a greedy
choice (that is, a partial solution that is best with respect to the local optimality
criterion, of the alternative ways of performing the construction step). Compared to
completions of any of the other alternatives, there is a completion of this best partial
solution that is at least as good with respect to the global optimality criterion.
This condition is frequently used as a method of proof for individual greedy algo-
rithms: typically a completed solution is transformed into a second completed solution,
where the second solution was constructed by starting with a greedy choice. It is then
shown that the second is no worse than the $rst, with respect to the global optimality
criterion, and in this way, it can be shown that greedily chosen partial solutions can
be completed to be at least as good as other completed solutions.
One important feature about this global condition is that optimality is only guaran-
teed for completed solutions: it may be that a partial solution that is produced at an
intermediate stage of the greedy algorithm is not optimal.
Every greedy algorithm that produces an optimal solution to an optimization prob-
lem satis$es this Best-Global principle, and there are numerous examples of correct-
ness proofs following this pattern throughout the literature. For example, in Horowitz
et al.’s book [22], a speci$c instance of the above principle is given as a way to
prove a greedy algorithm correct, and this is used to show the correctness of Kruskal’s
algorithm.
2.2.2. Better-Global
The Better-Global principle is similar to the Best-Global, but stronger:
Better-Global: Consider two partial solutions (of the possible alternatives when mak-
ing the greedy choice), the $rst better than the second with respect to the local opti-
mality criterion. Given any completion of the second alternative, there is a completion
of the $rst alternative that is at least as good with respect to the global optimality
criterion.
The Better-Global condition, like the Best-Global condition, considers how the rela-
tive merits of partial solutions a:ect their completions. However, the Best-Global con-
dition addresses the best of alternatives, whereas the Better-Global condition addresses
two of the alternatives, one better than the other. Thus the Better-Global principle is
rarely used for correctness proofs, because it is a stronger condition (the better of the
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two partial solutions cannot also be assumed to be the best) and therefore the proofs
are no easier.
An important point to note is that “better” is used in a non-strict way: the description
“at least as good as” would be more apt, but less succinct.
One example of a greedy algorithm satisfying the Better-Global condition is as follows:
Professor Midas’ Driving problem (from [10]) concerns the plan of a car journey
along a $xed route. In particular, the Professor wishes to choose which service stations
to stop at along the route, in order to $ll up the tank of the car with petrol. The car’s
tank can hold enough petrol to travel up to some $xed distance, and overall Professor
Midas would like to make as few stops as possible.
If the plan for the journey is constructed by deciding which service stations to stop
at, making the decisions in order from the start point, then the greedy algorithm of
“Always go as far as you can before stopping for petrol” works.
This satis$es the Better-Global condition: when the Professor is at a service station
contemplating the next stop, the choice of a further away station, as compared to a
nearer one, o:ers the possibility of a journey with a lesser (or equal) number of stops.
(See later for the proof.)
Another example of a greedy algorithm satisfying the Better-Global condition is one
solving the Maximum Tardiness problem (see [21,31]), and this is given later as an
illustration for Theorem 2 (Better-Global).
2.2.3. Best-Local
The two remaining principles are more concerned with the local optimality criterion,
and how optimality is maintained with respect to that criterion as the greedy algorithm
progresses.
Best-Local: During the running of the greedy algorithm, a partial solution that is the
best so far, with respect to the local optimality criterion, remains the best so far after
applying the greedy step. In addition, optimality with respect to the local optimality
criterion must imply that global optimality is also achieved.
One important point to note is that not all greedy algorithms can be considered for
compliance with the Best-Local principle. The greedy step only considers immediate
possible choices from a single partial solution, and so the local optimality criterion is
only required to be able to compare such choices; however the above principle requires
a local optimality criterion that can compare partial solutions in a more general way.
This is best illustrated with examples. First, an example where the local optimality
criterion can be generalized, and the Best-Local principle does hold:
Kruskal’s Algorithm (as previously described in Section 2.1) $nds a minimum cost
spanning tree of a graph by repeatedly selecting an non-cycle-creating edge of minimum
cost, to add to those selected so far. Here, the local (and global) optimality criterion
is the minimizing of the sum of the edge costs. Kruskal’s algorithm satis$es the Best-
Local principle, because after n steps of the algorithm, the acyclic subgraph formed
is one with minimum cost, out of all possible ways of choosing n edges to form
acyclic subgraphs. This therefore leads to a minimum cost spanning tree for the whole
(connected) graph.
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Secondly, here is an example where the local optimality criterion can be generalized,
but the Best-Local principle does not hold:
Prim’s Algorithm (see [24,34]) is another well-known greedy algorithm for $nding
a minimum cost spanning tree in an undirected connected graph with edge costs. It
too proceeds by starting with an empty set of edges, at each stage adding a minimum
cost edge to its set collected so far. However, unlike Kruskal’s algorithm, it selects its
non-cycle-creating edge only from edges adjoining those collected so far.
The local and global optimality criteria are the same as those for Kruskal’s algorithm,
namely the minimizing of the sum of the costs of the edges collected so far. It is the
construction step that di:ers, by the restriction of edge choices.
Prim’s algorithm does not satisfy the Best-Local principle, as the tree created after
n steps is not necessarily the tree of minimum cost out of all those with n edges. For
example, consider the following graph, with a starting node nominated as v6:

v5

v1

v2

v3

v4

v6

v7
6
4
7
4 1
8
1
After three steps of Prim’s algorithm, the tree {(v6; v7); (v5; v6); (v1; v5)} will be formed.
Yet the tree {(v6; v7); (v7; v3); (v3; v4)} also has three edges, sprouts from v6, and is of
lower total cost.
Finally, here is an example where the Best-Local principle is not applicable, as the
local optimality criterion cannot be generalized:
Marble Mingling (see [11–13]). Given a collection of coloured marbles, it is desired
to select as many sets of marbles of size k as possible from the collection, where no
set contains two marbles of the same colour. Assuming that the marbles have been
arranged into jars by their colour, a greedy algorithm to solve this problem involves
the repeated selection of k marbles from the k fullest jars.
Here the local optimality criterion prefers the selection of marbles from jars which
are fullest at that step in the algorithm. This criterion is not rephrasable to cover
partial solutions more generally, and so the Best-Local principle is not applicable.
2.2.4. Better-Local
The Better-Local principle is the strongest of the four principles:
Better-Local: Suppose one partial solution is better than a second, with respect
to the local optimality criterion. Given the result of a construction step on the sec-
ond, there is a way of performing a construction step on the $rst that is at least
as good with respect to the local optimality criterion. In addition, optimality with
respect to the local optimality criterion must imply that global optimality is also
achieved.
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(Again, “better” is translated to mean “at least as good as”.) The Better-Local prin-
ciple is essentially a monotonicity condition, saying that the construction step is mono-
tonic with respect to the local optimality criterion. This can be rephrased in the words
from a well-known song: “Anything you can do, I can do better”.
Although this condition is the strongest, and not many greedy algorithms satisfy it,
it has the advantage of being relatively easy to prove, for those greedy algorithms that
do satisfy it. One example of a greedy algorithm satisfying the Better-Local principle
is the following:
Professor Midas’ Driving problem, as previously described, uses the plan of “Al-
ways go as far as you can before stopping for petrol”. Thus the local optimality criterion
prefers service stations that are further along the route.
This satis$es the Better-Local condition: imagine a friend of Professor Midas who
drives an identical car along the same route. If the Professor is currently stopped at a
service station, and he is at least as far along the route as his friend (also currently
stopped at a service station), then however far his friend gets before next stopping, the
Professor will be able to get at least as far as his friend, on his next stop. (See later
for the proof.)
Other examples of greedy algorithms which comply with the Better-Local principle
include solutions of the following problems: Dictionary Coding [5,36], Activity Selec-
tion [10], Bank Deliveries [5,38] and the Lexicographically Largest Subsequence [11].
2.3. Discussion
The above four principles describe di:erent ways that the construction step may
relate to the global and local optimality criteria, for greedy algorithms.
The earlier statements of the principles are lengthy, in an e:ort to make them precise
and unambiguous. Here is a summary of all four, for comparison and reference. These
statements are shorter and more memorable, but less precise:
Best-Global: Making a best local choice can ultimately lead to a better solution.
Better-Global: Making a better local choice can ultimately lead to a better solution.
Best-Local: Repeatedly making a best local choice always results in a partial solution
that is best so far.
Better-Local: A better partial solution can lead to one that is still better after the next
construction step.
The two *-Global principles are concerned with how choices with respect to the local
optimality criterion a:ect how completed solutions relate using the global optimality
criterion. For algorithms complying with the *-Global principles, optimality is achieved
ultimately, but is not insisted upon for intermediate stages. In contrast, the two *-
Local principles primarily focus on how choices with respect to the local optimality
criterion a:ect partial solutions and their relationship with respect to the local optimality
criterion. The two *-Local principles do insist on optimality at intermediate stages of
the greedy algorithm. An analogy could be runners in a race: a runner who wins the
race, having led the other runners all the way through, is following a local principle,
whereas a runner who wins, having not always been in the lead, is following a global
principle.
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The two Better-* principles are concerned with whether making a better choice is
su9cient to a:ect optimality, whereas the two Best-* principles consider how the best
choices a:ect optimality.
2.3.1. Classi9cation
The four greedy principles can also be viewed as di:erent ways one might prove the
correctness of a greedy algorithm: if a greedy algorithm complies with one or more of
the principles, then it solves its optimization problem. Conversely, every greedy algo-
rithm solving an optimization problem complies with at least one of these principles,
and this, together with the implications between the principles (described in the dia-
gram in Section 2.2), results in the classi$cation of greedy algorithms in $ve di:erent
ways:
(1) Best-Global only
(2) Better-Global and Best-Global only
(3) Best-Local and Best-Global only
(4) Best-Local, Better-Global and Best-Global only
(5) Better-Local, Best-Local, Better-Global and Best-Global
This classi$cation results in a variety of possible ways for an algorithm designer to
prove the correctness of a greedy algorithm. Whilst a greedy algorithm may comply
with several of the four principles, its compliance with one principle may be easier to
demonstrate than that of another.
The four greedy principles have been informally expressed, to illustrate their general
applicability and independence of any particular formalism. To add substance to their
description, and to justify the assertions made, a translation of them into the relational
calculus is now presented, together with examples of assorted greedy algorithms.
3. Greedy principles and the relational calculus
Although greedy algorithms may be expressed in many di:erent formalisms, it is
advantageous to use relations for speci$cations and algorithms, as will be discussed
later on. What follows is an introduction to the main relational concepts used in this
paper; a more extensive reference on relational theory can be found, for example, in [6].
3.1. Relational notation
A binary relation, being a set of pairs of elements, needs notation to express which
elements are related and what type(s) they are. The statement aRb asserts that a is
related to b by relation R, just as for the relation 6 one might say a6b. More
formally, the set-theoretic meaning of aRb is (a; b)∈R. The type of a relation is given
as R :A←B (to mean R⊆A×B), emphasizing the idea that relations can be regarded
as non-deterministic partial functions, with inputs of type B, and outputs of type A.
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3.1.1. Basic operators
Two relations are composed in a way similar to functions: for a∈A, c∈C, and
R :A←B; S :B←C,
a(R: S)c ≡ ∃b : aRb ∧ bSc
The relation R:S can be thought of as applying S to an input (in a non-deterministic
fashion), then applying R to the result. For example, the relation SquareRoot : Square
relates any input number x to both +x and −x.
Sometimes it is convenient to use an arrow notation to describe related elements.
For example, xRy∧ySz can be written:
x R←y S← z
This di:ers from merely stating x(R : S)z, as the intermediate element y is also iden-
ti$ed.
The converse of a relation is denoted by o, so that aRob≡ bRa. In the arrow notation,
converse is represented by a reversed arrow, so that (for example),
x R←y S→ z
abbreviates xRy∧ySoz.
The intersection of two relations R; S :B←A is de$ned as their set-theoretic inter-
section, R∩ S. This captures the idea of the Boolean operator ∧, as x(R∩ S)y when
xRy∧ xSy. For example, 6∩¿ is the equality relation. The following universal prop-
erty gives an alternative de$nition: for all R; S; T
R ⊆ S ∩ T ≡ R ⊆ S ∧ R ⊆ T
Similarly, the union of two relations R and S is de$ned to be their set-theoretic union
R∪ S, which captures the idea of the Boolean operator ∨, as x(R∪ S)y when xRy∨ xSy.
For example, 〈 ∪ 〉 is the inequality relation. Union also has an alternative de$nition
by a universal property: for all R; S; T
R ∪ S ⊆ T ≡ R ⊆ T ∧ S ⊆ T
3.1.2. Identity and core<exives
To express equality, the identity relation is used, denoted Id, because the sym-
bol ‘=’ is potentially confusing within equations. Thus IdA :A←A is de$ned to be
IdA= {(x; x) | x∈A}, and the subscript is often omitted and inferred from context. For
example, the identity relation can be found in the de$nition of a preorder: if relation
R is a preorder, it must be reLexive and transitive, expressed as
Id ⊆ R (reLexivity)
R : R ⊆ R (transitivity)
A core<exive is a relation included in (a subset of) Id. Such relations can be used
to represent predicates: given a predicate p :Boolean←A, it is represented by the
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coreLexive p? :A←A, where
p? = {(x; x) |p x}
For example, one predicate commonly used in this paper concerns whether an element is
in the domain of a relation. If R :A←B, then the domain of R is the set {x | ∃y : yRx}.
The coreLexive which corresponds to elements in the domain of R is denoted R✷. An
alternative de$nition for R✷ is
R✷ = Id ∩ Ro: R
Another useful coreLexive is R, to indicate that an element is not in the domain of
a relation, and this can be de$ned (using set-theoretic notation) by
R = Id− R✷
From the above de$nitions follow properties such as
R✷ ∪ R = Id
R : R✷ = R
3.1.3. Optimal selections
In the same way that the intersection ∩ and union ∪ operators capture the idea of
∧ and ∨, the quotient = operator captures the idea of implication. It can be de$ned by
the universal property that for all relations R; S; T
R ⊆ S=T ≡ R : T ⊆ S
From this follows the property that explains the name “quotient”: for all R; S
R=S : S ⊆ R
However, the equivalence x(R=S)y≡ (∀z:ySz⇒ xRz) better illuminates the connection
with implication. Thus for example, if x is an upper bound on the set y, this can be
expressed by x(¿= )y, as for all z in the set y, x¿z.
This leads onto the extraction of an optimal element from a set. Recall the de$nition
of the maximum of a set: the maximum must be an upper bound for the set and also
in the set. This inspires the following de$nition for obtaining an optimum of a set with
respect to a relation R:
opt R = ∈ ∩ R= 
To repeat this in words, if an element x is the best in a set with respect to R, this
means that it must be a member of the set, and it must be better (with respect to R)
than any other element in the set. For example, opt¿ can be used to $nd the maximum
of a set, as x(opt¿)s when x is the maximum of the set s. Similarly, opt6 returns
the minimum of a set.
The operator opt is not only used with linear orderings: for example, de$ning 6f
to be x6fy≡f(x)6f(y), the relation opt6f chooses an element from a set that is
minimal with respect to the function f.
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The  operator converts a relation to the corresponding set-valued function:
( R) x = {y | y R x}
This operator is useful to model choice: whilst a relation R can be thought of as
applying R to an input to yield a result, R can be thought of as returning the set of
all possible results of applying R to that input.
One useful property concerning opt and  is the following:
opt R : T = T ∩ R=To
Expressing this in words, y(opt R : T )x says that out of all possible ways of applying
T to x, y is optimal with respect to R. On the right hand side, y(T ∩R=To)x says that
y is a result of applying T to x, and furthermore, for any result of applying T to x, y
is at least as good as with respect to R.
3.1.4. Repetition
The last concept needed is that of repetition. One form of repetition applies a relation
a $xed number of times in succession. This can be denoted Rn, where
Rn =
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
R : R : : : : : R
Another form of repetition speci$es that the relation is to be applied until this is no
longer possible. This is denoted by rep R, where
rep R = R ∪ rep R : R (1)
To understand this, consider y(rep R)x for some x and y. If x is not in the domain
of R, then R cannot be performed, and y(R)x with x = y. Alternatively, x is in the
domain of R, and thus R is $rst performed once on x, and then repeatedly applied until
this is no longer possible, to obtain y. Thus rep R is the union of R and rep R : R.
The operator rep is typically used when some form of loop is required. For example,
consider the relation R : (Bag E×List E)← (Bag E×List E), where for any bag b,
list s and element e,
(b; [e] ++s) R (b+ e; s)
Thus R removes an element e from a bag b + e (the  and  denote bag brackets,
and + denotes bag addition), and adds it onto the front of a list s, to yield [e] ++s
(the [ and ] are list brackets, and the ++ is list concatenation). This can be used to
produce permutations: given an input (b; [ ]), repeatedly applying R will result in a
permutation of the elements in b, so that ( ; s)repR(b; [ ]) when the elements in s
form the bag b.
Whilst (1) illustrates the idea of rep, it does not uniquely specify rep R: in general,
there may be several such relations which satisfy X =F(X ), with
F(X ) = R ∪ X : R (2)
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The relation rep R is de$ned to be the least $xpoint of Eq. (2). As a consequence of
this de$nition
F(S) ⊆ S V rep R ⊆ S
Further useful properties of rep are given below, along with explanations:
rep R : R = R (3)
rep R : R✷ = rep R : R (4)
rep R : R ⊆ rep R (5)
R : rep R = rep R (6)
R : Rn ⊆ rep R (7)
R : R∗ = rep R (8)
where R∗ represents the reLexive transitive closure of R. Paraphrasing the above prop-
erties, (3) says that attempting to repeatedly apply R to an element not in the domain
of R has no e:ect. On the other hand, for elements in the domain of R, repeatedly
applying R (until it can be applied no more) begins with an initial application of R
(4). Eq. (5) says that if R is applied once before repeating it, then the result is one that
could have been obtained by repeatedly applying R in the $rst place. Eq. (6) points
out that applying rep R always gives results not in the domain of R. Eq. (7) asserts
that if R is applied n times to an input, yielding an output not in the domain of R,
then the input and output are related by rep R. Furthermore, the relation rep R consists
of the union of all such R : Rn, for n¿0, because R∗=
⋃
n¿0 R
n (8).
3.2. Modelling greedy algorithms and optimization problems
A single step of the greedy algorithm makes a choice with respect to the local op-
timality criterion, amongst possible ways to perform a construction step. Let S :P←P
be the construction step, with P a datatype suitable for representing partial solutions,
so that t′St when t′ is a possible result of performing a construction step on the partial
solution t. Thus the function S returns the set of all possible ways a construction
step can be performed on a partial solution. If the local optimality criterion is denoted
by L :P←P, then t1Lt2 when t1 is at least as good as t2 with respect to the local
optimality criterion, and thus taking an optimum with respect to L can be performed
by opt L. The greedy step can thus be de$ned as
Greedy(L; S) = opt L : S
The greedy algorithm is simply a repetition of the greedy step, so that a greedy algo-
rithm is modelled by
rep Greedy(L; S)
Optimization problems also need to be modelled. Repeatedly applying the construction
step to the input gives a possible solution to the problem, so that rep S is the relation
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that relates an input to a possible completed solution. Thus (rep S) is the function
taking the input and returning all possible completed solutions to the problem. The
best of these can then be selected with opt C, where C :P←P is the global optimality
criterion. Optimization problems that can be solved by greedy algorithms are thus
speci$ed in the following way:
opt C : (rep S)
Thus, a statement that a greedy algorithm solves such an optimization problem can be
expressed as
rep Greedy(L; S) ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
The above models of greedy algorithm and optimization problem seem to be introduced
the wrong way round, with the problem statement only being speci$ed after the greedy
algorithm to solve it! In practice, the algorithm designer will start with a problem
statement looking like
opt C′ : Soln
and will then consider various ways in which solutions can be repeatedly constructed,
that is, how Soln can be expressed as rep S for some relation S :P←P. Di:erent ways
of expressing Soln as a repetition will result in the consideration of di:erent greedy
algorithms for the problem. Once a repetition for Soln is chosen, the input datatype for
the problem will typically not be of the same datatype as that of partial solutions, P,
so the input will need to be transformed into such a form. Also, the global optimality
criterion will need to be expressed so that it is of type P←P, and possibly the output
may need to be extracted afterwards from the optimal completed solution (discarding
data only used during the execution of the greedy algorithm). The problem statement
is thus transformed to read
extract : opt C : (rep S) : initialize
and the designer of greedy algorithms then concentrates further work on the portion
opt C : (rep S).
There are some implicit conditions on L, C and S. Whilst in practice, relations L
and C representing optimality criteria are often linear orderings, typically of the form
6f for some cost function f, linearity is not necessary. It is required only that they
are preorders (reLexive and transitive), and that they can be used to $nd an optimum
in the context in which they are used. For example, the Marble Mingling problem
as discussed in the previous section, has a greedy algorithm with a non-linear local
optimality criterion.
Upon S there is an implicit condition that rep S should terminate, otherwise the
greedy algorithm may go for ever! Whilst of course it is important to ensure termi-
nation, this condition on S is not explicitly addressed in the theory: in practice, it is
very simple to prove the termination of greedy algorithm implementations by existing
methods (e.g. that of variants, see [33]), so no special theory is needed here.
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Having modelled optimization problems and the greedy algorithms to solve them,
the following sections look at the expression of the greedy principles in the relational
calculus, exploring the relationships between C, S and L.
3.3. Four greedy principles
3.3.1. Best-Global
The following theorem expresses the Best-Global condition in the relational calculus:
Theorem 1. Given L; C; S :P←P, with L and C preorders, if the following conditions
hold:
Greedy(L; S)✷ = S✷ (9)
Greedy(L; S) : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C; (10)
then
rep Greedy(L; S) ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
Condition (9) concerns the feasibility of taking an optimum with respect to L, by
insisting that whenever it is possible to perform a construction step (i.e. S✷ holds),
it is also possible to take an optimum of all such choices (i.e. Greedy(L; S)✷ holds).
The main Best-Global condition is (10). This insists that if a partial solution (say x)
has a greedy step performed on it (say this produces the partial solution g), then for
any other completion of x (to x′, say):
g
Greedy(L;S)←−−−−−x rep S−−−→x′;
g can be completed to yield a better solution (g′, say) than x′:
g
rep S−−−→g′ C← x′
In other words, taking a greedy step ultimately guarantees the possibility of arriving at
a completed solution which is at least as good with respect to C as any other possible
solution to the problem. See the Appendix for the proof.
Here is an example of a greedy algorithm to illustrate the Best-Global condition:
Prim’s algorithm. It is possible to model the problem of $nding a minimum cost
spanning tree of a connected graph G=(V; E) by
opt 6cost : SpanningTree
The relation SpanningTree can be expressed as rep S, where
t ∪ {e} S t; if tree (t ∪ {e}) ∧ e ∈ E ∧ e =∈ t
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The cost function is de$ned as
cost t =
∑
e∈t
edgecost e
The greedy algorithm is then rep Greedy(6cost ; S), which is given the partial solution
{ } as input.
Condition (9) is trivially true. For condition (10), suppose that
t ∪ {e} Greedy(6cost ;S)←−−−−−−− t rep S−−−→ t ∪ s
A completion of t ∪ {e} is needed, with no greater cost than t ∪ s. If e ∈ s, then
t ∪ {e} rep S−−−→ t ∪ s 6cost←−−− t ∪ s
Otherwise, suppose e=(u; v), with u being a node that already occurs within t, and
v a new node. As t ∪ s is a spanning tree, it must contain some path from u to v,
which must contain some edge e′=(u′; v′) such that u′ is within t, and v′ is not.
The edge e′ is at least as costly as e, because of the greedy algorithm’s choice. Thus
t ∪ s∪{e} − {e′} is also a spanning tree, and
t ∪ {e} rep S−−−→ t ∪ s ∪ {e} − {e′} 6cost←−−− t ∪ s
Thus Prim’s algorithm is correct, and satis$es the Best-Global condition.
3.3.2. Better-Global
The Better-Global Theorem is very similar to the Best-Global:
Theorem 2. If L; C; S : P←P, such that L and C are preorders, and the following
conditions hold:
Greedy(L; S)✷ = S✷ (11)
L : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C (12)
then
rep Greedy(L; S) ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
The only di:erence between Theorem 1 (Best-Global) and the above is the subtle
change in the main condition from Greedy(L; S) in (10) to L in (12). Rather than
looking at the best with respect to L, of all possible local choices, this Better-Global
condition looks at two of the possible alternatives, and requires that if one is at least as
good as the other with respect to L, then ultimately, the better alternative can overall
result in a better completion with respect to C.
This is a stronger requirement: indeed, the proof (given in the Appendix) directly
shows that condition (12) implies (10).
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An example of a greedy algorithm that satis$es the Better-Global principle is the
following:
The Maximum Tardiness problem (see [4,21,31]) concerns ordering of jobs into
a schedule, where n jobs are to be processed one after another on a single machine.
Each job j takes time tj to process, has a due time dj, and a positive penalty factor
pj for late completion. If job j is scheduled to occur immediately after the processing
of all the jobs in a set js, the completion time of the job is de$ned to be
time j js = tj +
∑
i∈js
ti
The tardiness of the job is its lateness, weighted by its penalty factor:
tardiness j js = pi(0 unionsq (time j js − dj))
(where unionsq denotes maximum). Overall, the maximum tardiness for the whole schedule
is mt, where
mt js = unionsq06i¡n (tardiness j js[0 : : : i − 1])
It is desired to minimize the maximum tardiness for all the jobs, so the problem is
speci$ed
opt 6mt : Schedule
To solve this problem, the well-known greedy algorithm of Lawler [31] allocates the
jobs to a schedule in reverse order, repeatedly selecting the job with minimum tardiness
when scheduled at the end of those jobs currently remaining.
Expressing this algorithm in relations, partial solutions will be of the form (js; s),
where js is a bag of jobs remaining to be scheduled, and s is the schedule so far,
listing the jobs to be performed after those in js. As discussed earlier, a schedule can
be generated by rep S, where S is de$ned as
(js; [j] ++s) S (js+ j; s)
The local optimality criterion L prefers jobs with lesser tardinesses, so that
(js+ y; [x] ++s) L (js+ x; [y] ++s)
≡ tardiness x (js+ y)6 tardiness y (js+ x)
To show that the above theorem applies, $rst note that condition (11) is trivially
true, as it is always possible to select a minimally tardy job when there are jobs to
select from. For condition (12), consider the situation where
(js+ y; [x] ++s) L← (js+ x; [y] ++s) rep S−−−→ ( ; r ++[y] ++s)
If x is the same job as y, then trivially
(js+ y; [x] ++s) rep S−−−→ ( ; r ++[x] ++s) 6mt←−−− ( ; r ++[y] ++s)
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Otherwise, x must appear in the schedule r ++[y] ++s, which must be of the form
f ++[x] ++b++[y] ++s. It is claimed that
(js+ y; [x] ++s) rep S−−−→
( ; f ++b++[y; x] ++s) 6mt←−−− ( ; f ++[x] ++b++[y] ++s)
To justify this claim, note that in this suggested schedule f++b++[y; x]++s, compared
to r ++[y] ++s, the jobs in f and s are una:ected as they occur at the same time
as before. The jobs in b ++[y] all occur earlier in the schedule, so if anything, their
tardinesses are lessened. The only job that has moved later is x. But it is already known
that tardiness x(js+ y)6tardiness y(js+ x), and thus the maximum tardiness of
the suggested schedule is no worse than that of r ++[y] ++s.
Thus the Maximum Tardiness problem yields a greedy algorithm that satis$es the
Better-Global principle.
3.3.3. Best-Local
Theorem 3. If L; C; S : P←P, such that L and C are preorders, and the following
conditions hold:
Greedy(L; S)✷ = S✷ (13)
∀n ∈ N : (Greedy(L; S))n ⊆ opt L : Sn (14)
S : L : So ⊆ L (15)
L : S ⊆ (rep S)o : C (16)
then
rep Greedy(L; S) ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
Condition (13) is the same as before. Condition (14) is the main condition that
expresses the notion of “best-locality” for uncompleted solutions, and the last two
conditions are those that relate the local optimality criterion to the global optimality
criterion for completed solutions. The translation of (15) is that if a completed solution
is better than an uncompleted solution with respect to L, then performing a construc-
tion step on the uncompleted solution does not alter that relationship. Condition (16)
expresses that if an uncompleted solution is better with respect to L than a completed
solution, then there is a way of completing the uncompleted solution to give a better
result overall (with respect to C).
The translation of the main condition (14) is that performing n greedy steps is
optimal with respect to L, for any performing of n construction steps. Writing the
condition in this form is clearer, but slightly clumsy to use. Following from properties
of opt and , it can be rewritten for ease of use:
(Greedy(L; S))n : (Sn)o ⊆ L
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The following is an example of an algorithm which satis$es the Best-Local principle
but not the Better-Local:
Kruskal’s algorithm (see earlier). The speci$cation of the problem of $nding a
spanning tree of minimum cost in a connected graph G=(V; E) is the same as for
Prim’s algorithm, namely
opt6cost : SpanningTree
where
cost t =
∑
e∈t
edgecost e
However, spanning trees are constructed di:erently in Kruskal’s algorithm. Now the
de$nition SpanningTree= rep S is used, where
es ∪ {e} S es; if e ∈ E − es ∧ acyclic (es ∪ {e})
The partial solution { } is given as input. The global criterion C is 6cost ; the local
criterion L is essentially the same, but also needs to contain some context information
(compared edge sets contain the same number of edges and are from the same graph):
es1 L es2 ≡ cost es1 6 cost es2
∧ |es1| = |es2|
∧ es1 ⊆ E ∧ acyclic es1
∧ es2 ⊆ E ∧ acyclic es2
Condition (13) is trivially true. For (14), suppose that
es ∪ {e1 : : : en} Greedy(L;S)
n
←−−−−−− es S
n
→ es ∪ {e′1 : : : e′n}
where e1 : : : en were added in that order, and e′1 : : : e
′
n are also labelled in non-decreasing
order. Further de$ne ds= {e1 : : : en} − {e′1 : : : e′n} and ds′= {e′1 : : : e′n} − {e1 : : : en}. If
ds = { }, let i be the lowest integer such that ei ∈ds. Adding ei to the edge set
es∪{e′1 : : : e′n} may form a cycle. If so, remove from es∪{e′1 : : : e′n} another edge from
the cycle that is in ds′. If no cycle was formed, then remove any edge out of those in
ds′. As by the greedy choice, the cost of edge ei is no greater than any edge in ds′,
this edge swap does not increase the sum of the edge costs. Repeating this swap until
ds= { } results in the formation of es∪{e1 : : : en}, along with the guarantee that its
cost is no more than that of es∪{e′1 : : : e′n}. Thus condition (14) holds.
As for the last two conditions, $rst note that es∈dom S is equivalent to |es|= |V |−1.
This makes (15) trivially true, as S  : L : S✷= { }, from the insistence in the
de$nition of L that related sets are the same size. Likewise S✷ : L : S = { }, leaving
only S : L : S ⊆ (rep S)o : C to check, which follows from S ⊆ (rep S)o and
L⊆C (for this problem).
Therefore Kruskal’s Algorithm satis$es the Best-Local principle.
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Other examples of greedy algorithms which satisfy the Best-Local principle included
the Coin Changing problem (see earlier, also [7,8]), and Hu:man Coding (see [23,25]).
3.3.4. Better-Local
Theorem 4. If L; C; S :P←P, such that L and C are preorders, and the following
conditions hold:
Greedy(L; S)✷ = S✷ (17)
S✷ : L : So ⊆ So : L (18)
S : L : So ⊆ L (19)
L : S ⊆ (rep S)o : C (20)
then
rep Greedy(L; S) ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
Note that conditions (19) and (20), concerning completed solutions, are the same
as for Theorem 3 (Best-Local). The only di:erence is condition (18), which is a
straightforward monotonicity condition for non-completed solutions.
Any greedy algorithm satisfying the conditions of this theorem also satis$es those
of Theorems 1 (Best-Global), 2 (Better-Global), and 3 (Best-Local) (see the Appendix
for the proofs). Although this is the strongest of the theorems given, the monotonicity
condition is one of the easiest to verify, for greedy algorithms which satisfy it. Here
is an example:
Professor Midas’ Driving problem (as promised earlier). Let the distances that the
Professor has to travel between service stations be given as a list of strictly positive
distances, dists, and the distance that can be travelled on a full tank of petrol be D.
A plan of the journey can be represented by a partition of dists, generated by rep S
from input ([ ]; dists), where
(plan++[s]; ds) S (plan; s++ds); if s = [ ] ∧ sum s6 D
The global criterion must reLect the Professor’s preference for as few stops as possible,
so
(plan1; [ ]) C (plan2; [ ]) ≡ length plan1 6 length plan2
and the Professor’s problem is now modelled as opt C : (rep S).
The greedy algorithm (as discussed above) prefers going as far as possible before
stopping for petrol, and thus
(plan1; ds1) L (plan2; ds2)
≡ concat plan1 ++ ds1 = concat plan2 ++ ds2
∧ length plan1 6 length plan2
∧ sum ds1 6 sum ds2;
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where the last line expresses the local optimality criterion in the form of having less
far to go, and the $rst two conditions are just context information which have no e:ect
on the making of the greedy choice.
In satisfying the conditions, (17) is trivially true. Turning to the monotonicity con-
dition, suppose that
(plan1; ds1)
L←(plan2; s2 ++ds2) S→(plan2 ++[s2]; ds2)
with ds1 = [ ]. As (plan1; ds1) L (plan2; s2 ++ds2), ds1 must be a su9x of s2 ++ds2.
If length ds16length ds2, then
(plan1; ds1)
S→(plan1 ++[head ds1]; tail ds1) L←(plan2 ++[s2]; ds2)
Otherwise, let s1 be a pre$x of ds1 such that s1 ++ds2 =ds1, and then
(plan1; ds1)
S→(plan1 ++[s1]; ds2) L←(plan2 ++[s2]; ds2)
For condition (19), suppose that
(plan1; [ ])
L←(plan2; s2 ++ds2) S→(plan2 ++[s2]; ds2)
Then clearly (plan1; [ ]) L (plan2 ++[s2]; ds2), from the de$nition of L.
Finally, the betterment of a completed solution must be of the form (plan1; [ ])
(L : S)(plan2; [ ]), and from the de$nitions of S and C, it is clear that
(plan1; [ ])
rep S−−−→(plan1; [ ]) C←(plan2; [ ])
from the context conditions of L.
3.4. Discussion of relational theory
The four greedy principles, as stated in Section 2, describe the full variety of greedy
algorithms, in an informal way. Their expression in Section 3.3, using the relational
calculus, is not so comprehensive, as the theorems are slightly simpli$ed. This section
discusses the use of relations to express greedy algorithms, and generalizes the theorems
to yield a more comprehensive theory.
3.4.1. Use of relations
Relations express this greedy theory well. In the modelling of optimization prob-
lems, the $nding of an optimum is a relation: there may well be many optima, just
one, or none at all. Furthermore, when considering an optimality criterion, although
optimization problems frequently use some cost function f which is to be minimized
using opt6f (or maximized using opt ¿f) sometimes a cost function is not appropri-
ate. For example, the Marble Mingling problem from [11–13] has a greedy step which
selects one marble from each of the k fullest jars. Expressing this choice in the form
opt ¿f results in a contrived and awkward cost function f. Thus not all optimality
criteria can be easily modelled using cost functions, and those greedy theories requiring
the use of cost functions are unnecessarily restrictive.
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In addition, there are frequently many ways to construct possible solutions to a
problem, and relations model the choices involved well.
3.4.2. Context information
The theorems, as stated in Section 3.3, omit the use of context information, which
would help satisfy the correctness conditions. When comparing possible alternatives in
the greedy step, context information is known.
Firstly, these alternatives are not just any partial solutions: those compared in the
greedy step have all emanated from the same partial solution, one construction step
ago. To take account of this, the conditions for the two global greedy theorems could
be re-written using L′, where L′=L∩ S:So instead of L. This has no e:ect on the
Best-Global theorem, as Greedy(L; S)=Greedy(L′; S), but condition (12) now reads
(L ∩ S:So) : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C
(See [11] for more details.) This does not apply to the two *-Local theorems, as these
require a more general L, able to compare two partial solutions that are not related
by S:So. However, two partial solutions, when compared, will be related using S∗:S∗o,
and so the *-Local theorems could be re-written to use di:erent context information.
Secondly, more context information is known about the partial solution obtained
after each greedy step: up to that point in the algorithm, the greedy step has been used
repeatedly. The theorems as stated make no use of this information. Whilst it is possible
to state this explicitly by adding the assertion ✷Greedy(L; S)∗, it is easier in practice
to use an invariant. The invariant can assert whichever consequence of ✷Greedy(L; S)∗
is needed, and can usually be expressed in a simpler form than ✷Greedy(L; S)∗. The
generalized version of Theorem 1 (Best-Global) is
Theorem 5. Given L; C; S; I :P←P, with L and C preorders, and I core<exive, if the
following conditions hold
S✷ ∩ I ⊆ Greedy(L; S)✷ (21)
Greedy(L; S) : I ⊆ I : Greedy(L; S) (22)
Greedy(L; S) : I : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C; (23)
then
rep Greedy(L; S) : I ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
This theorem is proved in [11]. A similar generalization can be applied to the Best-
Local theorem, however the use of invariants is not suitable for the Better-* theorems,
as they concern the comparison of partial solutions for which ✷Greedy(L; S)∗ does not
apply.
An example of a greedy algorithm which requires Theorem 5 is the Dartboards
algorithm from [11].
There may also be other context information necessary to prove the conditions of
the theorems, however it is a trade-o: between putting the context explicitly in the
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theorem conditions (and thus obfuscating the theorems by giving multiple versions of
them with extensive conditions), or having to explicitly state context information in the
de$nition of the relation L for use in a particular problem. In this paper, the examples
have explicit context information.
3.4.3. Alternative proof conditions
The theorems as given are not the only possible translation of the greedy principles
into the relational calculus, as the proof conditions can be expressed slightly di:erently.
For example, the main condition for Theorem 1 (Best Global) is
Greedy(L; S) : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C
and an alternative phrasing is
rep Greedy(L; S) : (rep S)o ⊆ C
Under the conditions of Theorem 1 (Best-Global), these two inequalities are equivalent
(proof omitted). Another example of an alternative proof condition was given already
for Theorem 3; there are various other possible rephrasings of the main conditions
of the theorems, for example the conditions in the *-Local theorems expressing the
relationship between L and C. Thus, these translations of the principles into relations
are not unique.
3.4.4. Characterization of completed solutions
The given relational model constructs potential solutions with rep S, and makes the
assumption that the completion of a solution is precisely denoted by S. This is the
case for most greedy algorithms, but not all. However, adaptation is relatively easy, as
shown in the following paragraphs.
Some problems have partial solutions which are in dom S, and which could be
regarded as potential solutions to the optimization problem, but the global optimal-
ity criterion is the maximization of the number of construction steps, so solutions in
dom S are of no interest, and no adaptation is necessary. Examples include the Marble
Mingling [11–13] and Activity Selection [10] problems.
In contrast, some problems have potential “completed” solutions which are in dom S,
but the global optimality criterion is the minimization of the number of construction
steps. Such a problem uses a feasibility predicate to characterize potential solutions
correctly, and the construction step can then be altered to use this predicate. Examples
of such problems include that of the Rally Driver [11], and the following:
Knuth’s TeX problem (see [26]) concerns the conversion of an integer multiple of
1=216 to a reasonably accurate decimal fraction with as few digits as possible. For
example, 0.49999 is a better fraction approximating to 1=2 than 0.499999999000 is.
If potential solutions are constructed by adding feasible digits from left to right after
the decimal point, then potential solutions are not characterized by not being in the
domain of the construction relation, as any feasible digit sequence may always have
a 0 added to the end. Instead, as this global criterion insists on the minimum number
of construction steps, for Knuth’s problem, the characterization of potential solutions
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is that they represent the given fraction to the desired accuracy. Thus the construction
step is altered from “Append a digit that may result in a feasible solution”, to “Append
a digit that may result in a feasible solution, if the sequence of digits so far does not
already represent a feasible solution”. (By the way, the greedy algorithm to solve the
problem, whenever there is a choice of digits to add, adds the larger. So, for example,
this would lead to 0.5 as being a better representation for 1=2 than 0.49999.)
In general, whilst using rep makes the theorems look simpler, an operator such as
until expresses some problems more accurately, where until(p; S)=p? : S, with p? a
coreLexive characterizing completed solutions. It is possible to incorporate this gener-
alization into the greedy theorems as given, as under certain (reasonable) conditions,
until(p; S) can be re-expressed as rep(S : (¬p)?) which can be used instead in the
greedy theorems instead of rep S. Thus problems where dom S does not coincide with
the set of potential solutions, can still be solved within this theory. See [11] for further
details.
4. Conclusions
4.1. Greedy theories
As stated earlier, the goals for the work in this paper were (in order):
(1) Coverage of all greedy algorithms that solve optimization problems
(2) Characterization of greedy structures
(3) Correctness proofs and design inspiration for algorithm development
(4) Expressing greedy algorithms simply
In existing greedy theories, there is a trade-o:: the more speci$c a theory is about
structure, the fewer greedy algorithms the theory covers. This seems to be true when
characterizing the structure of both greedy algorithms and datatypes for which the
greedy algorithm works. This trade-o: is illustrated by the developments from matroid
to greedoid theory: greedoids generalize matroids, modelling more greedy algorithms
as a result.
Given this trade-o:, a higher level of abstraction was used in an attempt to attain
the goal of covering all greedy algorithms that solve optimization problems. This ab-
straction inevitably leads to consequences for an algorithm designer: being less speci$c
about data structures gives the algorithm designer less detailed guidance. This also
means that the algorithm designer is not led away from a correct route (leading to a
greedy algorithm) by overspeci$c guidance. In addition, if the abstraction leads to a
theory covering all greedy algorithms, the algorithm designer can feel happier using
that theory because it is more comprehensive.
4.2. Theory in Sections 2 and 3
The theory presented in this paper has been tested practically by its application to
the author’s extensive collection of greedy algorithms that solve optimization problems
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(a report of which, unfortunately, the margin is too small to contain). The given theory
appears to meet the above goals.
Greedy algorithms are modelled with two key elements: a local optimality criterion,
and a construction step. This $ts in well with the given model of optimization problems,
for which the key elements are the global optimality criterion and potential solutions
(constructed by repeating the construction step). This modelling works both for the
informal description of the greedy principles, and for their explicit formalization as
relations, which model well the non-determinism involved. The relational expression of
the greedy algorithm rep Greedy(L; S) is also reassuringly simple, given the simplicity
of the concept of greedy algorithms.
Concerning the characterization of greedy algorithms according to the four principles,
all greedy algorithms known by the author $t into one of the $ve classi$cations. This
is perhaps hardly surprising, since the Best-Global principle is really the condition that
says that the greedy algorithm works in the $rst place. Given this fact, it could be
said that the Best-Global principle does not say anything interesting, as it is obviously
true for all greedy algorithms. However, the Best-Global principle is indeed of interest,
as it helps distinguish between a greedy algorithm belonging to the weaker “satis$es
Best-Global only” class of greedy algorithms, and one belonging to a class for which
a stronger principle holds.
The revelation that greedy algorithms have di:ering relationships between the op-
timality criteria and the construction step, the expression of these relationships in the
four greedy principles, and the diamond-shaped implications between the principles,
these all provide characterization of greedy structures, one of the goals for this work.
In the author’s opinion, these principles elegantly capture the fundamental relationships
between the components of greedy algorithms, highlighting the similarities and con-
trasts between di:erent greedy algorithms. These relationships have not been covered in
depth before in the literature: most formalisms barely even acknowledge the possibility
of di:erent local and global optimality criteria, yet, within the author’s collection of
greedy algorithms, those which can be expressed with the local criterion the same as
the global, are in a minority. Bird and de Moor (see [2–4,6]) partly investigated these
relationships, but their work leads to a restricted view: the compliance of any anamor-
phically expressed greedy algorithm with either of the *-Local principles is not visible,
and, dually, neither is the compliance of any catamorphically expressed algorithm with
the *-Global principles.
Furthermore, these four principles help the algorithm designer. Whichever formalism
the designer is working in, this theory gives four possible ways to attempt a proof of
the algorithm’s correctness. Some are easier to prove than others for particular prob-
lems, so having the choice is potentially helpful. In addition, the explicit formalism
in the relational calculus models the construction step as rep S, and this can help to
suggest $rst steps in the development of a greedy algorithm. As mentioned before, the
relational calculus is not central to the main ideas here, but it competently expresses
optimization problems and their solution by greedy algorithms. Relations capture the
non-determinism implicit in many greedy algorithms, and the use of relations to spec-
ify optimality criteria, rather than objective functions, allows the theory to be more
inclusive.
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One area not addressed by this work, is that of datatypes. Here, no help is given to
the algorithm designer, and this work doesn’t o:er any insight into greedy structures
beyond the relationships given in the four greedy principles. However, as discussed, this
was felt to be a necessary trade-o: in order to achieve su9cient generality to include
all greedy algorithms that solve optimization problems. Other theories use more speci$c
data structures and the class of greedy algorithms covered is not as inclusive.
Having met the above goals, it remains to be seen whether these results have more
general applications, and future work will focus on the application of greedy algo-
rithms to non-optimization problems, and problems for which greedy algorithms do
not produce an optimal solution, only an approximation.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1 (Best-Global): Writing G=Greedy(L; S) for brevity,
rep G ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
W {Repetition}
G ∪ opt C : (rep S) : G ⊆ opt C : (rep S)
≡ {Optimum; Intersection}
G ∪ (rep S ∩ C=(rep S)o) : G ⊆ rep S
∧ G ∪ (rep S ∩ C=(rep S)o) : G ⊆ C=(rep S)o
W {Intersection; Converse; Union}
G ∪ (rep S) : G ⊆ rep S
∧ G ∪ (C=(rep S)o) : G ⊆ C=(rep S)o
W {Condition (9); De$nition of Greedy(L; S)}
S ∪ (rep S) : opt L : S ⊆ rep S
∧ S ∪ (C=(rep S)o) : G ⊆ C=(rep S)o
W {Optimum; Intersection; Quotient}
S ∪ (rep S) : S ⊆ rep S
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∧ S ∪ (C=(rep S)o) : G : (rep S)o ⊆ C
W {Repetition; Condition (10)}
S ∪ (C=(rep S)o) : (rep S)o : C ⊆ C
W {Domains; Quotient}
Id ∪ C : C ⊆ C
≡ {C is a preorder}
true
Proof of Theorem 2 (Better-Global): It su9ces to demonstrate condition (10) of
Theorem 1:
Greedy(L; S) : (rep S)o
= {Domains; Condition (11)}
Greedy(L; S) : S✷ : (rep S)o
= {Repetition; Converse}
Greedy(L; S) : So : (rep S)o
⊆ {De$nition of Greedy; Intersection}
L=So : So : (rep S)o
⊆ {Quotient}
L : (rep S)o
⊆ {Condition (12)}
(rep S)o : C
Proof of Theorem 3 (Best-Local): The proof established condition (10) of Theorem 1
(Best-Global)
Writing G=Greedy(L; S) for brevity, suppose a(G : (rep S)o)b. It will be shown
that a((rep S)o : C)b.
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As a(G : (rep S)o)b, ∃c : a G← c rep S−−−→ b, and furthermore ∃n∈N : c S
n : S−−−−−→ b. Either
a∈dom Gn−1 or not. If not, let m be the least integer in the range 1 : : : n such that
a∈dom Gm−1 and a =∈dom Gm. It is established that either a(Gn−1✷ : G : (Sn)o : S)b
or a(G : Gm−1)✷ : G : (Sn)o : S)b. Calculation gives that
Gn−1✷ : G : (Sn)o : S
∪ (G : Gm−1)✷ : G : (Sn)o : S
⊆ {Domains; Converse}
(Gn−1)o : Gn−1 : G : (Sn)o : S
∪ (Gm−1)o : G : G : Gm−1 : G : (Sn)o : S
⊆ {Composition; De$nition of Greedy; Condition (13)}
(Sn−1)o : Gn : (Sn)o : S
∪ (Sm−1)o : S : S : Gm : (Sn)o : S
⊆ {Condition (14); Optimum; Composition}
(Sn−1)o : L=(Sn)o : (Sn)o : S
∪ (Sm−1)o : S : S : L=(Sm)o : (Sm)o : (Sn−m)o : S
⊆ {Quotient}
(Sn−1)o : L : S
∪ (Sm−1)o : S : S : L : (Sn−m)o : S
⊆ {Repetition}
(Sn−1)o : L : S
∪ (Sm−1)o : S : S : L : (rep S)o
⊆ {Condition (16); Claim}
(Sn−1)o : (rep S)o : C
∪ (Sm−1)o : S : C
⊆ {Repetition}
(rep S)o : C
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The claim above is that S : L : (rep S)o⊆C, which is proved:
S : L : (rep S)o
= {Repetition}
S : L : (rep S)o : S
⊆ {Claim}
S : L : S
⊆ {Condition (16)}
S : (rep S)o : C
= {Repetition}
S : C
⊆ {Domains}
C
The remaining claim is that S : L : (rep S)o⊆ S : L, which is proved:
S : L : (rep S)o ⊆ S : L
≡ {Converse}
rep S : Lo : S ⊆ Lo : S
≡ {Quotient}
rep S ⊆ (Lo : S)=(Lo : S)
W {Repetition; Union}
S ⊆ (Lo : S)=(Lo : S)
∧ (Lo : S)=(Lo : S) : S ⊆ (Lo : S)=(Lo : S)
≡ {Quotient}
S : Lo : S ⊆ Lo : S
∧ (Lo : S)=(Lo : S) : S : Lo : S ⊆ Lo : S
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≡ {Domains}
(Lo : S)=(Lo : S) : S : Lo : S : S ⊆ Lo : S
W {Condition (15)}
(Lo : S)=(Lo : S) : Lo : S ⊆ Lo : S
≡ {Quotient}
true
Proof of Theorem 4 (Better-Local): It su9ces to show condition (12) of Theorem 2:
L : (rep S)o ⊆ (rep S)o : C
≡ {Converse; Quotient}
rep S ⊆ (Co : rep S)=Lo
W {Repetition}
S ∪ (Co : rep S)=Lo : S ⊆ (Co : rep S)=Lo
≡ {Union; Quotient}
S : Lo ⊆ Co : rep S
∧ (Co : rep S)=Lo : S : Lo ⊆ Co : rep S
≡ {Converse; Condition (20)}
(Co : rep S)=Lo : S : Lo ⊆ Co : rep S
≡ {Domains; Union}
(Co : rep S)=Lo : S : Lo : S✷ ⊆ Co : rep S
∧ (Co : rep S)=Lo : S : Lo : S ⊆ Co : rep S
≡ {Converse; Conditions (18); (19)}
(Co : rep S)=Lo : Lo : S ⊆ Co : rep S
∧ (Co : rep S)=Lo : Lo ⊆ Co : rep S
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W {Quotient}
Co : rep S : S ⊆ Co : rep S
∧ Co : rep S ⊆ Co : rep S
W {Repetition}
true
Proof that Better-Local implies Best-Local: It su9ces to show that the conditions of
Theorem 4 (Better-Local) imply condition (14) of Theorem 3 (Best-Local), and the
proof is by induction on n. For n=0; 1 the inequality is trivially true, and for the
inductive case:
(opt L : S)n+1 ⊆ opt L : Sn+1
≡ {Optimum; Intersection}
(opt L : S)n+1 ⊆ Sn+1
∧ (opt L : S)n+1 ⊆ L=(Sn+1)o
≡ {Quotient; Composition}
(opt L : S)n+1 ⊆ Sn+1
∧ opt L : S : (opt L : S)n : (Sn)o : So ⊆ L
W {Optimum; Induction Hypothesis}
(S ∩ L=So)n+1 ⊆ Sn+1
∧ (S ∩ L=So) : opt L : Sn : (Sn)o : So ⊆ L
W {Intersection}
(S ∩ L=So) : opt L : Sn : (Sn)o : So ⊆ L
W {Domains; Optimum}
(S ∩ L=So) : S✷ : (S ∩ L=(Sn)o) : (Sn)o : So ⊆ L
W {Intersection; Quotient}
L=So : S✷ : L : So ⊆ L
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W {Condition (18)}
L=So : So : L ⊆ L
W {Quotient; Transitivity of L}
true
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